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starQuiz Testing Software Upgraded to Version 3.6.8
Published on 02/19/08
cosmicsoft has released starQuiz 3.6.8, an update to its powerful and user-friendly
computerized testing software product. starQuiz allows educators and corporate trainers to
create computerized tests and upload them to the Internet, where students can access them
from any Internet-connected computer. By automatically grading the tests, starQuiz saves
hundreds of hours of work in correcting tests and recording scores. The new release
includes significant advances in reliability and ease of use.
IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Hortonville, Wisconsin - February 19, 2008 - cosmicsoft today released starQuiz 3.6.8, an
update to its powerful and user-friendly computerized testing software product. The new
release includes significant advances in reliability and ease of use.
starQuiz allows educators and corporate trainers to create computerized tests and upload
them to the Internet, where students can access them from any Internet-connected computer.
By automatically grading the tests, starQuiz saves hundreds of hours of work in correcting
tests and recording scores.
Advanced results analysis is easy with tables, graphs, and statistics; scores can even be
automatically transferred to a gradebook with just one click.
starQuiz Version 3.6.8 improves speed an reliability. A major update to the companion
starQuiz Server brings compatibility with Mac OS X 10.5.2. The release also brings
bugfixes in quiz uploads, network quizzes, and text resources.
A free 15-day trial of starQuiz can be downloaded from the cosmicsoft site. A single-user
license for starQuiz costs $40 USD and includes unlimited quiz uploads to the
quiz.cosmicsoft.net server.
cosmicsoft:
http://www.cosmicsoft.net/
starQuiz:
http://www.cosmicsoft.net/starQuiz/
Trial Direct Download Link:
http://www.cosmicsoft.net/starQuiz/starQuiz.dmg
Purchase Link:
http://www.cosmicsoft.net/starQuiz/buyit.html

Founded in 2000, cosmicsoft is dedicated to providing software for the education,
training, and assessment industries. Its flagship software product starQuiz offers
educators and trainers an easy-to-use solution for computerized testing.
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